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ABSTRACT: Our survival and the physical quality of life depends upon an efficient
functioning of various maintenance and repair processes. This complex network of
the so-called longevity assurance processes is composed of several genes, termed
vitagenes. The homeodynamic property of living systems is a function of such a
vitagene network. Because aging is characterized by the failure of homeodynamics, a
decreased efficiency and accuracy of the vitagene network can transmutate it into a
gerontogene network. It is not clear how various components of the vitagene network
operate and influence each other in a concordant or a discordant manner. Experimental strategies through which this transmutation of vitagenes into virtual gerontogenes may be elucidated include induction of molecular damage, antisense
intervention, and genetic screening for varied efficiencies of the members of the
vitagene family. A reversal of this approach by maintaining or recovering the activity
of vitagenes will lead to a delay of aging, a decreased occurrence of age-related diseases, and a prolongation of a healthy life span.

Our survival and the physical quality of life depends upon an efficient functioning of various maintenance and repair processes. This complex network of the so-called longevity
assurance processes is composed of several genes, which may be called vitagenes. The
homeodynamic property of living systems is a function of such a vitagene network. Some
of the main longevity assurance processes that constitute the vitagene network are listed in
TABLE 1. These processes have to work in the presence of extrinsic and intrinsic sources of
damage, such as environmental and nutritional agents, spontaneous errors of macromolecular synthesis, postsynthetic modifications of macromolecules making them inactive or
abnormal, and other defects occurring during the course of normal metabolism. Apparently, this homeodynamic network of vitagenes appears to work optimally during the
major part of life, allowing growth, development, differentiation, and maturation to occur.
There are no obvious reasons why these maintenance, defense, and repair mechanisms
could not operate forever and make an organism immortal. Yet, a progressive failure of
maintenance underlines and typifies the process of aging.
Aging has many facets, and almost all the experimental data suggest that aging is an
emergent, epigenetic, and meta-phenomenon, which is not controlled by a single mechanism.1,2 Individually no tissue, organ, or system becomes functionally exhausted, even in
very old organisms; yet it is their combined interaction and interdependence that determines the survival of the whole. Because it is necessary to look for genes as the ultimate
controllers of all biological processes, the term gerontogenes has been suggested to refer
a
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TABLE 1. Major Components of the Homeodynamic Vitagene Network

Molecular level

Tissue and organ level

Maintenance and repair of the genome.
Fidelity of genetic information transfer.
Turnover of macromolecules.
Stress-protein synthesis.
Scavenging of free radicals.

Neutralizing and removing toxic chemicals.
Tissue regeneration and wound healing.
Cell death and cell replacement.

Cellular level

Physiological level

Maintaining the differentiated state.
Regulation of cell proliferation.
Stability of the cellular milieu (viscosity, ion
balance, pH).
Stability of the cell membranes.

Neuronal response.
Hormonal response.
Immune response.
Stress response.
Thermoregulation.

to any genetic elements that are involved in aging.3,4 However, there is still no agreement
as regards the nature of the gerontogene network and the number of genes involved in it.
GERONTOGENES—REAL OR VIRTUAL?
Evolutionary theories of aging and longevity discount the notion of the adaptive nature
of aging. This is because Darwinian evolution, which works primarily through the process
of natural selection for reproductive success, does not leave any margin for the selection of
aging and death as an advantageous trait for the individual.5<7 Evolutionary forces work
only on life processes and do not select for death. Natural selection of what is recently
termed a “selecton,”8 is in the form of an efficient vitagene network to assure its longevity
for fulfilling its purpose of life, that is, reproduction and continuation of generations. The
so-called programmed death or apoptotic mechanisms are essential parts of the developmental processes (or may even be a component of the homeodynamic vitagene network)
necessary for the making of a reproductively successful individual.
Once the Darwinian purpose of life is fulfilled, there is no reason (or selection pressure)
left either for the maintenance of the body or for its destruction. Thus aging, as a failure of
maintenance, occurs without a cause or a purpose. It just happens. Any search for genes
that were selected specifically to cause aging is misdirected and ill-informed. Furthermore,
the diversity of the forms and variations in which age-related alterations are manifested
indicate that the progression of aging is not deterministic but stochastic in nature. An agerelated increase in variability among individuals, in terms of any physiological, cellular, or
biochemical parameter studied, is a reflection of the stochastic nature of aging. In the
words of an anonymous poet, We are born as copies, but we die as originals.
Yet, aging appears to have a genetic component of some kind. The role of genes in
aging is evident from an apparent practical limit to maximum life span within a species,9,10
along with the evidence from studies on twins,11,12 from the human genetic mutants of premature aging,13 and from genetic linkage studies for the inheritance of life span and for
genetic markers of exceptional longevity.14 Thus, aging appears to be genetically regulated
without involving any genes that may be held responsible as its cause. This paradoxical
situation of the genetic aspects of aging and longevity on the one hand and the stochastic
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nature of the progression of the aging phenotype can be resolved by developing radically
novel views about the nature of gerontogenes.
If aging is seen as the failure of the homeodynamic vitagene network due to stochastic
causes of damage and perturbations, the term gerontogenes refers to the functional transmutation of the vitagene network, due to progressive accumulation of random damage.
Therefore, the term gerontogenes does not refer to a tangible physical reality of real genes
for aging but refers to an altered state of vitagenes, which gives the appearance of being
the genes for aging. Thus, gerontogenes are not real; they are virtual.4 More importantly,
the idea of virtual gerontogenes is in line with the evolutionary explanation of the aging
process as being an emergent phenomenon caused by the absence of eternal maintenance
and repair instead of being an active process caused by evolutionary adaptation.
Obviously, not every gene is potentially a virtual gerontogene, although, of about
100,000 genes in the human genome, potentially every gene can affect the survival of an
organism. Therefore, a distinction must be made between immediate survival or death on
the one hand and the process of aging on the other. The inactivation of any essential gene
involved in fundamental metabolic processes will result in the death of an organism without having anything to do with the process of aging. This situation is similar to the toxic
effects of various chemicals that may result in the immediate or somewhat delayed death
of an organism without affecting its rate of aging, as determined by well-established
parameters of survival and mortality kinetics.9,15 Similarly, a single gene mutation may
give rise to an apparently accelerated-aging phenotype without qualifying as being the
gene that causes aging.13,16 Therefore, the set of possible virtual gerontogenes can be narrowed down to those genes that fit those criteria of survival kinetics. In this sense, the sets
of vitagenes involved in the maintenance and repair of the cellular and subcellular components best qualify as the candidates to become virtual gerontogenes.
Evidence for the hypothesis that candidate virtual gerontogenes operate through the
vitagene network comes from experiments performed to retard aging and to increase the
life span of organisms. For example, antiaging and life-prolonging effects of calorie
restriction are seen to be accompanied by the stimulation of various maintenance mechanisms. These include increased efficiency of DNA repair, increased fidelity of genetic
information transfer, more efficient protein synthesis, more efficient protein degradation,
more effective cell replacement and regeneration, improved cellular responsiveness, fortification of the immune system, and enhanced protection from free radical< and oxidationinduced damage.17,18 Similarly, antiaging effects of a wide variety of hormones, vitamins,
a dipeptide carnosine,19 modified amino acids, and nucleic acid bases on human cells,
rodents, and insects2,20<22 are also mainly due to the effects of these chemicals on maintaining or recovering the efficiency of vitagenes.
Genetic selection of Drosophila for longer life span also appears to work mainly
through an increase in the efficiency of maintenance mechanisms, such as antioxidation
potential.5,23 An increase in life span of transgenic Drosophila containing extra copies of
Cu-Zn superoxide dismutase (SOD) and catalase genes is due primarily to enhanced
defenses against oxidative damage.24 The identification of long-lived mutants of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, involving various genes, may provide other examples of
virtual gerontogenes because in almost all these cases increased life span is accompanied
by an increased resistance to oxidative damage, an increase in the activities of SOD and
catalase enzymes, and an increase in thermotolerance.25<28
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MODULATING THE NETWORK
Estimates of the number of genes that might qualify as being a part of the vitagene/gerontogene network of mammals run up to a few hundred out of about one hundred thousand
genes, and their allelic variants. Direct gene therapy directed towards the overall aging
process seems to hold little promise. This is because gene therapy for aging will require
methods to improve upon the “genetic hand of cards” that determines the aging and longevity of a “genetically normal” individual.
The question of total gene therapy for aging is linked with the issue of defining what is
a normal combination of genes in a so-called normal and healthy individual. It is in the
very nature of genetic polymorphism and the interactive nature of the genome that each
individual is unique and that the term “normal” is extremely wide ranging. Therefore,
improving upon an already normal situation with respect to the genetic constitution related
to total life span is a no-win situation.
Assuming that there are only 50 longevity-assuring vitagenes that constitute the network
in which they interact with each other, this gives rise to 250 or 1015 (a million billion) possibilities of their interacting and influencing each other. Not considering billions of cells in an
adult, even at the level of a single cell zygote, interfering with such a complex network and
improving upon what is already a normal combination for that particular individual (in the
absence of any obvious genetic diseases) is a mission impossible.29 What is more likely to
be achieved in the not-so-distant future is that experimental manipulation of certain genes
will fine-tune or retune the network and will prevent the onset of various age-related diseases and impairments by maintaining the efficiency of homeostatic processes.
The following lines of research can form the basis of a promising strategy to understand and modulate the aging process: (1) studying the extent of maintenance and repair
of the genes involved in maintaining the stability of the nuclear and mitochondrial
genome; (2) studying the efficiency of transcription of various vitagenes and posttranscriptional processing of their transcripts; (3) studying the accuracy and efficiency of
translation of vitagenes and analyzing the specificity, stability, and turnover of vitagene
products (vitaprins?), including their posttranslational modifications; (4) searching for
natural or induced mutants (including transgenic and knockout organisms) with altered
levels of maintenance and repair of the crucial vitagenes; (5) searching for age-specific
and age-related disease-specific biomarkers for diagnostic purposes and for monitoring
the effects of potential therapeutic agents; and (6) experimental modulation of various
types of maintenance mechanisms and studying its effects on other levels, such as gene
stability, gene product synthesis, and turnover. Some of the main defense processes that
may provide a relatively easy access to experimentation include responsiveness to stress,
efficiency of signal transduction pathways, and regulators of cell-cycle progression.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON UPREGULATING
THE STRESS RESPONSE IN HUMAN FIBROBLASTS
An organism’s ability to respond to stress is a major component of its homeodynamic
vitagene network, and altered responsiveness is one of the most significant features of
aging.2,30 The so-called heat-shock response as an important mechanism of cellular
defense is very well established.31<33 It is also known that the extent of heat-shock
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response decreases during aging.32 Therefore, it has been hypothesized that if organisms
are exposed to brief thermal treatment so that their stress response<induced gene expression is upregulated and this particular pathway of maintenance and repair is stimulated,
one should observe antiaging and longevity-promoting effects. Such a phenomenon in
which stimulatory responses to low doses of otherwise toxic substances improve health
and enhance life span is known as hormesis.34,35 Recently, antiaging and life-prolonging
effects of heat shock have been reported for Drosophila36 and the nematodes.27,28
I have tested the effects of mild but repetitive heat shock on various cellular and biochemical characteristics of human skin fibroblasts undergoing aging in vitro. I undertook a
series of pilot experiments to determine suitable temperature conditions that fulfilled the
following criteria: (1) the thermal treatment had no effects on immediate survival of the
cells, as checked by a trypan blue exclusion test; (2) the cells responded to the thermal
treatment by inducing the synthesis of major heat-shock proteins (hsp), as detected by
metabolic labeling of cells with radioactive amino acids followed by SDS-polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (PAGE); and (3) thermally treated cells could be subcultured normally
without any effect on their attachment frequency.
All experiments were performed on a normal human adult female skin fibroblast line,
designated ASS, which has been used previously to test for the antiaging effects of the
cytokinin hormone kinetin.20 At least three parallel cultures of control (series A1 to A3)
and heat-shocked cells (series H1 to H3) were serially passaged at 1:4 or 1:2 split ratio
until the end of their proliferative life span, using normal culture conditions of mediumcontaining antibiotics, 10% fetal calf serum, and incubation at 37°C with 95% humidity.
The H-series cells were given a 30-min heat shock at 41°C by immersing the culture flasks
in a fine-regulated water bath. The cultures were kept at 37°C for 60 min before changing
the medium. Heat-shock treatment was repeated twice a week with following restrictions:
cultures were not subcultivated within 24 h of heat shock, and heat shock was not given to
newly subcultivated cultures for at least 24 hours. Growth rates, population doubling (PD)
rates, cell yield, and cumulative population doubling levels (CPDL) achieved in vitro were
determined. In addition, morphological characteristics, actin filament organization, and
the senescence-specific `-galactosidase staining pattern of normal and heat-shocked cells
were compared. The extent of heat-shock response in terms of hsp synthesis was also
checked at various PD levels, by SDS-PAGE.
The present series of experiments have demonstrated that repetitive and mild heat
shock has several positive and antiaging effects on human cells in culture. Briefly the
results are summarized as follows. Human fibroblasts could be exposed to mild heat shock
at 41°C repeatedly during their limited proliferative life span in vitro without any apparent
negative effects on survival, attachment frequency, PD rates, and CPDL potential.
Although the temperatures higher than this (up to 43°C) could stimulate a more intense
heat-shock response, in terms of hsp synthesis, cells could not survive more than seven
repeated thermal treatments. Continuous survival of human fibroblasts for 140 days, during which time they underwent about 30 PDs and received 35 repeated heat shocks at
41°C, is a novel effect not observed before (details are published elsewhere37).
Although there was no prolongation of the proliferative life span of human fibroblasts
after repeated heat-shock treatment, several other antiaging effects were observed. Most
dramatically, the age-related alteration in the morphology of cells, which is one of the
most obvious changes during cellular aging, was significantly slowed down in heatshocked cells. The control cultures showed the typical age-related increase in cell size,
flattened appearance, increased morphological heterogeneity, loss of arrayed arrangement,
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increased number of lysosomal residual bodies, increased number of actin filaments, and
increased proportion of multinuclear cells during serial passaging. However, the heatshocked cultures showed a highly reduced rate of these age-related alterations and maintained a relatively young morphology even at the end of their proliferative life span. These
cells did not undergo significant enlargement, maintained to a large extent their spindleshape and arrayed arrangement, did not accumulate many residual bodies, did not show
many rod-like actin filaments, and had an almost complete absence of multinucleate cells.
A reduced rate of cell enlargement was also evident from the analysis of cell yield per cm2
of cell culture flasks, which was reduced from about 4 × 104 cells in young cultures to 1 ×
104 cells in senescent-controlled cultures, but was maintained at a level two to three times
higher (between 2.5 and 3 × 104 cells) in repeatedly heat-shocked cultures. Maintenance of
young morphology and reduced cell size is a strong indication of antiaging effects of heat
shock, as also observed for such antiaging treatments as carnosine and kinetin.
That there may be several other antiaging or hormesis-like effects of repeated mild heat
shock on human cells is also evident from a comparison of the proportion of `-galactosidase positive cells in the culture. Recently, this marker has been suggested to be a good
indicator of senescent cells in culture. Whereas more than 95% of cells in a high-passage
control culture at the end of its proliferative life span were `-galactosidae positive, less
than 5% of cells in heat-shocked cultures were detectable by this marker. We are now
investigating what other cellular, physiological, biochemical, and molecular effects of
repeated heat shock occur in human cells. Some of the characteristics to be tested are the
rates and extent of transcription and translation of various genes, the extent of gene-specific and total DNA repair, including telomere length, the extent and rates of protein synthesis and degradation, and the accumulation of molecular damage, such as oxidative
damage in DNA, lipid-peroxidation products, and abnormal proteins.
Most importantly, the above experiments show that it is possible to retune the vitagene
network in such a way that its transmutation to a virtual gerontogene network is slowed
down. Due to the highly complex nature of interactions within the vitagene network, it is
most unlikely that a complete transmutation of vitagenes into gerontogenes can ever be
prevented. Furthermore, retuning one or more vitagenes may or may not have significant
effects on the final outcome in terms of reducing the rates of aging and increasing the life
span. However, what can definitely be achieved by this approach is that increased levels
and/or efficiency of one or more maintenance and repair pathways will have positive
effects in terms of improving the physical quality of life and increasing its chances of survival, and ultimately, achieving a healthy old age.
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